
ROLAZ GOLD

FIRST TOKENIZED ASSET FROM THE ROLAZ PROTOCOL



ABOUT US

ROLAZ Group is an international holding company, with an
expansive presence in Europe, Asia, and America, that invests its
business experience, assets, resources, and time in the
development of new projects and highly innovative business
solutions. Our team of industry professionals offers our clients a
great capacity for growth, advanced digital technology systems,
and an important component of business adventure on the quest
to maximize your business potential and customer impact.

We combine extensive management experience with the desire to
participate in innovative projects associated with the combination
of technological, financial, and market development. For this, we
offer a wide range of high value-added services that accompany
the parties in the project development process, managing each
activity directly through a single executive, administrative,
technical, financial, commercial, and legal structure.

www.rolazgroup.com



Carlos Rodrigo - CEO of Rolaz Group
“The natural evolution of the hedge fund industry is to create a more
transparent, trusted, and accessible investable universe for all. DeFi
(decentralized finance) has grown greatly, enabling progressive and
innovative businesses to be at the forefront of change in the industry. DeFi
is precisely what the hedge fund industry desperately needs.”

Rolaz Hedge Fund – the first tokenized hedge fund powered by its
Blockchain Decentralized Investment Protocol. Set to disrupt a trillion-dollar
industry with one of a kind - secure and 360° financial ecosystem. The ability
to leverage blockchain technology, Rolaz Group is able to provide a reliable,
transparent and traceable way in the form of Rolaz Gold (rGLD) Token for
the investors to take part in growing and successful gold exploration
operations into a mega project. 

HEDGE FUND

FOR ALL

www.rolaz.io



The Idea
Rolaz project was conceived as an idea to
provide a financial ecosystem in which
people could secure their wealth in the event
of economic uncertainty. While generating
revenues from investments made in
tokenized assets from the Rolaz Protocol.



ROLAZ ECOSYSTEM

EXTRACTED FROM THE
WHITEPAPER

Protocol is central, is the backbone, powering everything — smart
contracts, dapps, oracles, platforms, and other integrations. Designed to
systematically tokenize natural, financial and investment assets.

Firstly, there is the entire corporate structure of ROLAZ GROUP, which
is responsible for managing everything that happens within our
ecosystem. The objective is to keep all activities and resources within
the framework of legal and financial provisions, especially in harmony
with the vision of Founders. 

Secondly, there is ROLAZ HEDGE FUND BOARD, which focuses on the
development of the business through ongoing market research, so that
new investment opportunities can be developed by constantly
researching traditional markets and emerging markets. 

Thirdly, the biggest asset we have is our COMMUNITY, who are
constantly investing in our products and increasing the value of the
token. 

Lastly, there are the DEVELOPERS whose primary responsibility is to
assess and identify new technological solutions.

Businesses and entrepreneurs who are part of our community can use
the protocol for financing their project provided it is aligned with the
protocol’s vision and meets legal and financial requirements.



ROLAZ GOLD (rGLD)

TOKEN
 

Rolaz Gold (rGLD) token is the first tokenized (natural) asset from the
Rolaz Decentralized Investment Protocol. In a nutshell, as the name
implies, it's a gold-backed token developed to stabilize and secure our
Hedge Fund's ecosystem. Rolaz Gold's major function is to provide a
price based on its gold value, in order to reduce volatility and protect our
community from price fluctuations.

rGLD is the entry into an ecosystem developed with the objective of
creating a decentralized economic model that allows our community to
protect its assets in times of economic uncertainty no matter what. This
is newsworthy because it provides an alternative to traditional financial
systems which are often centralized and vulnerable to instability. The
rGLD ecosystem is designed to be resilient and adaptable, giving users
more control over their finances.

rGLD is the first step towards a more stable and prosperous future for all.
With rGLD, you can have peace of mind knowing that your assets are
safe no matter what happens in the world.

With the Rolaz Gold rGLD token investors of all income and risk tolerance
will be able to invest in already operational gold mining ventures and be
able to reap the rewards of this unique investment opportunity that in
the past was only available to privileged few or someone with the right
connections, is now openly available with the security and the
transparency of blockchain behind it.



WHY GOLD?

As an asset management company, we have taken part
in gold-related activities, such as mining (among others).
We also relentlessly developed our appetite for cutting-
edge technology that led to the merger of all our
activities with the disruptive technology of blockchain.
Direct participation in this activity has granted us a
tremendous advantage in the marketplace, and over
others that only act as intermediaries.

The volatile nature of cryptocurrencies is a hallmark of
the cryptocurrency market. For this reason, gold plays a
role in the stability of our ecosystem that makes it
possible to prevent any possible price fluctuations.

SOME KEY BENEFITS

Corporate structure behind

Supported by a Decentralized Investment
Protocol

Asset-Backed Token

Limited Token Supply

Multiple Staking Scenarios

Deflationary Token

Portfolio of Investments



Rolaz Gold, unlike other cryptocurrencies, is not subject to soft or hard
caps. This is because it relies on a gold backing process. This process is
carried out through cycles of 1 million tokens each. Each time a gold cycle
occurs, an internal transaction is made where 70% is backed as an initial
phase. Therefore, the Rolaz Group supplies sufficient quantities of gold
from its reservoirs to complete the backup process.

➥ Why every one million tokens?, because of cost-benefit. All activities
required to implement this process reach substantial expenses. For this
reason, we have performed a financial analysis to determine the
minimum amount necessary to carry out this process.

➥ What about the remaining 30%?, comes from the staking process.
Operations yield us over 80% annually. So, in a nutshell, we take 50% for
token holder's ROI and 30% to back up the remaining, so we can reach
100%.

ABOUT THE GOLD
BACKING PROCESS



In reality, the market defines the price of the token based on certain
criteria. We will provide the most appropriate scenario to help increase the
price, among the factors we would like to share:

GOLD: The rGLD token's capitalization is guaranteed by gold, meaning
that every dollar raised should have its equivalent in gold. The first factor
that will boost the value of a rGLD token is gold's global market. 

PROTOCOL: Second factor, are all other assets tokenized by the Rolaz
protocol, which will generate a chain of added value trough the creation of
a governance token to manage them all. 

HEDGE FUND: Third factor is the Hedge Fund that will invest on behalf of
token holders in traditional and non traditional markets and which 80% of
the revenue will capitalized rGLD token. This process will be carried out by
a voting system that only token holders can participate in.

BURNING (DEFLATIONARY SYSTEM): We have measures in place that
prevents iinflation from worsening in inflationary environments in addition
to other safeguards we handle. During the staking process, we burn 50%
of the rGLD tokens. So, in total, 50% of the rGLD tokens are paid out upon
maturity, while the other 50% is transferred in cryptocurrency.

GOLD BACKUP CYCLE: When a backup cycle completes, the demand for
rGLDs rises as it means gold is physically stored.

SOME FACTORS THAT CONTRIBUTE TO
THE INCREASE IN THE VALUE OF THE

TOKEN



BUSINESS
ECOSYSTEM



www.rolaz.io

TOKEN ADDRESS


